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Abstract—Reputation Speculation behavior means that the buyers and sellers collaborate with each other to make fake transaction and give positive feedbacks in order to raise reputation level of online shops. This paper finds that reputation speculation is widely adopted and becomes an industry in China, making the consumers distrust the reputation of online stores, which is not conducive for the long-term development of E-commerce market. It discusses the four forms of the Reputation Speculation behavior and their characteristics in China’s C2C market. It investigates the value and cost of reputation speculation, finds that the fact buyer tends to trade with seller who has higher reputation than others stimulates sellers to increase their feedback score in an abnormal way; reputation speculation does bring higher economic value to online shops than the cost of reputation speculation. Furthermore, free-charge model and lacking of regulation speculation on C2C platform jointly contribute to the emergence of the Reputation Speculation Business in China. Charging each transaction on C2C, establishing the information exchange between platform and logistics, setting up a national-wide E-commerce reputation-worthy system are most effective to curb the development of reputation speculation industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information asymmetry and unequal relationship between sellers and customers in C2C E-commerce market undermines the trust in E-commerce [1]. In order to facilitate trust in E-commerce market and quantify the sellers’ trustworthiness, thus improve the confidence of both side, the reputation mechanism based on comments from buyers after each transaction was established by eBay first [2] [3]. The C2C e-commerce websites in china have followed the practices of eBay and developed their own online reputation system so far. These systems collect comments (including positive, moderate, negative) from customers on seller’s products and services after the completion of each transaction. E-commerce websites calculate sellers’ accumulated feedback scores based on the comments¹ and then assess each shop’s online reputation by assigning tiered reputation level. Every reputation level has a threshold of reputation score, for example, reaching the class of “one heart” needs 10 feedback scores. As for the sellers, the higher their feedback scores, the higher class of their reputation. The class of reputation each seller obtained is called “reputation rating” according to the C2C platform.

Because of the virtual characteristic peculiar to the C2C electronic commerce website, the seller’s reputation level has been an important factor for consumers when making selections [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. As Good reputation is positively related to online consumer’s trust, which results in consumer’s favorable attitude toward the shop [9], and increase his willingness to purchase [1]. The higher the reputation level of a seller, the higher both the probability of the seller obtaining a trade and trade price [10] [11]. Hence, to attract more customers, some sellers started to explore the method of raising online reputation, resulting in the emerging of reputation speculation behavior.

As far as in 2000, there has been study on Reputation

¹ 1 score for each positive feedback, 0 score for moderate feedback,-1 for negative feedback.
Speculation behavior on eBay, which was called Ballot stuffing by some literatures. It means that the buyers collaborate with many sellers to reward illusive positive feedbacks and boost the seller’s reputation, thereby obtaining undeserved transaction opportunity and higher price [12] [13]. There are similar phenomenon in network communities where agents collude together to generate fake feedback in order to obtain more chance of offering service to end-users [14], but most of the limited research focus on C2C market. Subsequently, it was also defined as Reputation hypes, the behavior of giving illusive positive feedbacks jointly in order to improve their reputation rating [15], and profit-driven raters, evaluators driven by profits [16], and market for positive feedback, where some agents openly state they “sell positive feedback” or post fake or symbolic objects for sale at a similarly symbolic price, just to be able to exchange a positive feedback at the minimum cost [17]. All these literatures focus on the influences of Reputation Speculation behavior in C2C market, treat it as the dishonest behaviors of buyers and sellers, and attempt to solve this problem from the perspective of improving the online reputation system and its algorithm [18].

Generally speaking, there is few studies focus on the reputation speculation behavior itself. The only exception is Reference [17] which confirmed the existence of reputation speculation behavior via experiment on eBay and calculated the minimum cost of each reputation speculation, but none of literature investigates the cost of such behavior in China. With the rapid development of E-commerce market, the reputation speculation behavior has evolved from individual behavior to the group behavior and become professionalized gradually in China. As Reference [15] summarized, there were three forms of reputation speculation: low-value transaction and splitting one transaction into multi-transactions to increase transaction number on purpose, fake transactions conducted privately, and corporate driven reputation speculation. The practice of reputation speculation remains evolving into new forms which have not been covered by any other literatures.

Since the purpose of reputation speculation is to increase online reputation level more than the seller could earn by real transaction, it actually twist the seller’s online reputation based on which customers may make wrong decisions and thus lose their confidence on C2C E-commerce eventually. Reputation speculation is not conducive to the development of C2C industry, especially when reputation speculation evolves into business behaviors and become an independent profitable industry, which means that the validity and trustworthiness of reputation rating in current E-commerce market is severely dampened. Nevertheless, reputation speculation behavior in other country seems to be not so common and develop into a business yet as in China. However, there are few literatures making comparison between the reputation speculation behaviors between China and other country, exploring the causes of rapid development of such behavior in China. This article tries to investigate the status of reputation speculation business, and the cause of such phenomenon from the perspective of cost-benefit of feedback score accumulation and the cost structure of the C2C market in China, in order to seek an effective way of curbing reputation speculation.

The remaining part of this article is arranged as following: Section two introduces the definition of reputation speculation and the development of the forms of reputation speculation. The third section explains the causes of reputation speculation behavior in view of the online sellers’ profitability and institutional deficiencies of E-commerce market and answers the problem why Reputation Speculation industry is more popular in our country. In the last section, some policy suggestions to curb reputation speculation behavior are discussed.

II. The Status and Forms of Reputation Speculation in China’s C2C E-commerce

A. The Definition of Reputation Speculation

According to the definition made by China’s leading C2C E-commerce platforms, such as Taobao, Paipai, Baidu and so on, Reputation Speculation means that the buyers and sellers collaborate with each other to give positive feedbacks without actual transactions in order to raise seller’s online reputation level.

Comparing real transaction (Fig.1) with the transaction in reputation speculation (Fig.2) reveals that reputation speculation is a manipulated fake transaction, wherein goods are not delivered, and fund flows back into the buyer’s account after the buyer paid and make positive comment to seller. Reputation speculation transaction has the following three characteristics:

1. Fund flow: During the process of reputation speculation, buyer would first pay to seller. After the transaction is completed, however, seller will return the fund to buyer.

2. Logistics: After buyer make bid and pay through the third-party payment system, such as Alipay system used on Taobao, seller will not pack and ship the goods buyer bid. No goods are delivered to buyer in reputation speculation.

3. Comment making: In reputation speculation, buyer will surely make positive comments to seller, and seller’s feedback increase. But this is not the case for a real transaction in which seller may get a negative feedback.
The Forms of Reputation Speculation in China

B. The Reputation Speculation Business in China

There are two types of reputation speculation: the first is conducted by seller itself or anyone who collude with the seller; the second is conducted by a specialized company who provide service to sellers and take charge from increasing the feedback score for sellers. According to the incomplete statistics released by China Business News on July 30th, 2009, there were nearly 500 companies providing reputation speculation services who served around 50,000 or 60,000 sellers. Given that each seller spends 300-500 RMB yuan on the reputation speculation service, the market volume is estimated to be 15-30 million RMB yuan. Netease on July 27th, 2009 reported that, among 20 millions sellers on Taobao, there are over millions of sellers had involved in reputation speculation. Web Housekeeper Trust Platform, one of the speculation companies, claims that it has 11563 “brush to diamond level” members, manipulate fake transactions to increase 119,153 online feedback scores, which engaged 118,860 number of turnover of fund. Meanwhile, Brush Diamond Platform claims that they have served more than two thousands online sellers. All these statistics prove the existence of reputation speculation industry. Currently, the top five reputation speculation companies in China are Web Housekeeper Trust Platform, Sockpuppet, VIP Housekeeper Reputation Platform, Online Business Housekeeper Trust Platform, and Reputation Network respectively. Furthermore, the average and the longest operation period of the top 15 companies are 2.5 years and 4 years respectively.

C. The Forms of Reputation Speculation in China

According to the definition widely used by industry and the analysis of Reference [13], this article summarizes four forms of reputation speculation: Individual Speculation, Teamed Speculation, Community-type Speculation, and Online-shop Custody Speculation.

Individual Speculation means the seller or its colluded party register buyer’s account to make fake transaction with the seller, and give positive feedback. In order to obtain enough feedback, the seller must have multiple fake transactions between its buyer account and seller account, which is easily detected. This is also why Taobao set a rule that only one feedback score could be calculated per day if more than one transaction between each seller and the same buyer account is taken place in one day.

In Teamed Speculation, a company hires people to register as buyer to make fake transaction with the seller in order to raise the seller’s feedback score, and gets paid by providing such service to seller. Seller will collaborate to make payment confirmation during the fake transaction and reimburse the company after the transaction by his/her own. Speculation companies may face some risk when they transfer fund to seller’s account as payment in the fake transaction, they usually ask the seller to cut down the price in fake transaction, so they could lower the exposure of risk. However, the abnormal price cut would be easily detected as speculation by the platform.

In Community-type Speculation, speculation companies set up an online seller’s community, where each real seller could earn community points by working as buyer to make fake transaction with other seller and give positive feedback to other seller, they are called “Brusher”. Each seller with high community point could post a speculation assignment, and the seller will pay the point to other sellers who accept the assignment and work as Brusher by giving the seller positive feedback in fake transaction, the seller will reimburse the fund paid by Brushers to Brushers after the fake transaction. The speculation company provide fund guarantee services, in which seller’s community points is escrowed to assure that the point will be paid to the Brushers, seller should also deposit enough fund in the company to assure that the fund will be reimbursed to the Brushers. Speculation company make profit from advertising, charging fund guarantee fee, and selling community points to sellers who have no enough points to release an assignment. If the community is large and has enough members, the speculation transaction could avoid repeated fake transaction in Individual Speculation and the fund exposure risk and price cut problem in Teamed Speculation. It works more real in many ways than the other two forms.

Online-shop Custody Speculation is very similar with Teamed Speculation, except that seller could entrust its shop to speculation company, so he/she need not to collaborate with the company to make payment confirmation and fund reimbursement, which will all be taken care of by the company. The company could let its employee or Brusher in Community to fulfill the fake transaction. After the online shop reaches its target reputation level, it will be returned to the seller. There is a more simple forms evolved from Online-shop Custody Speculation recently, some company just register many online shops and sell them after increase its reputation level, so a beginner could buy it and own an online shop with high reputation level immediately. Seller will have to pay the highest speculation fee in this form of speculation.
Overall, the forms of reputation speculation evolve gradually with the technique of C2C platform to detect reputation speculation behavior and the increasing demands for reputation speculation from online shops, both the two factors call for speculation forms with higher simulation and efficiency.

Individual Speculation, characterized as low efficiency and easy to be detected, was eventually replaced by Teamed Reputation Speculation, which avoid detection and improve efficiency by taking advantage of the low human resource cost in China and computer IP transition technology. By grouping many real sellers together to speculate with each other, Community-type Reputation Speculation improves the simulation degree of fake transaction and reduce fund risk in Teamed Speculation, thereby gains rapid development. Online-shop Custody Speculation consolidates the characteristics of Teamed Speculation and Community-type Speculation, allow the seller to obtain an online shop with high level of reputation by just pay for it and no need to participate in any repeated fake transactions.

As the latter three forms of speculation are all designed, provided or monitored by reputation speculation companies, we described them as professional reputation speculation. They are now widely adopted and replace the Individual speculation. It also means that with the transition from individual speculation to professional speculation, reputation speculation has developed into an independent industry relying on nearly 20 million online stores on C2C E-commerce platform.

III. THE ANALYSIS OF REPUTATION SPECULATION BEHAVIOR

The information asymmetry and adverse selection in E-commerce market makes accumulating online reputation and getting favorable placement in search results the primary means of competition. According to the current searching rule dominated by reputation rating, the name and price of commodity in E-commerce market, customers tend to trade with sellers who have reached at least a certain level of reputation, the level of online reputation has been a very critical factor for online shops to gain as many click rate and trading opportunities as possible. Therefore, these profit-seeking shops inevitably adopt the method of reputation speculation to increase their online reputation in a short time.

A. The Economic Value of Feedback Scores Accumulation

Data revealed by Taobao, the biggest E-commerce platform in China, states that the annual turnover in 2009 was Rennminbi 208.3 billion yuan, while the total number of sellers was Rennminbi 8000 thousands, so the daily turnover per capita was about Rennminbi 713 yuan. Supposing that the value of each transaction is Rennminbi 70 yuan, the number of daily transaction per capita is below 11, which means the average daily scores seller can get is no more than 11 and it takes them several years to reach the crown level. But there are plenty of sellers who only spent one month or half a month reaching the crown class in the real C2C market, which shows a great difference between the efficiency of feedback scores accumulation through real transaction and that through reputation speculation. Meanwhile, the difference in efficiency exists between individual reputation speculation and company driven speculation as well. Here the efficiency of feedback scores accumulation is defined as the time required to reach a certain class of reputation or the increase of reputation rating in a certain period of time.

It is assumed that: (1) the trading volume the seller can receive through real transaction in unit time is $M$. (2) each seller could use $n$ accounts to make fake transactions. (3) According to feedback score accumulation rule of E-commerce website, only $X$ times of transaction between a seller and the same account are available for the feedback scores. So the inflated trading volume per unit time the seller can gain is no more than $M+nX$.

Meanwhile, it is reasonable to assume that the positive rate of real transaction is $r$ ($r=1$), while each feedback collected through fake transaction could be controlled as “positive” which makes the positive rate equal 1. It means that the feedback scores gained through real transactions is smaller than that gained through speculation.

$$rM<rM+nX$$

If a seller needs $\Delta C_0$ feedback scores to achieve a certain level of reputation, it will take him $T_r=\Delta C_0/rM$ during real transactions, while $T_s=\Delta C_0/(rM+nX)$ during speculations. And it’s easy to see $T_s>T_r$, which means the time it takes a seller to achieve a certain class of reputation through reputation speculation is smaller than that through real transaction.

It’s concluded that reputation speculation can help sellers achieve ideal online reputation much more quickly. However, whether sellers take reputation speculation or not depends on the economic value of reputation speculation and the expenditures on it.

Seller’s reputation speculation selection model is developed below to analyze the economic value of efficiency difference in accumulating feedback score gained through reputation speculation, relative to real transaction. It is assumed that there are two ways for the seller to accumulate reputation and reach the aimed reputation ratings: A is real transaction which takes $T_s$ to get $N$ feedback scores, while B is reputation speculation which takes $T_s$ to get the same scores, so $T_s>T_r$, $t_0$, $t_1$, $t_2$, ---, $t_{N-1}$ represent the time of staying on the feedback score $0,1,...,N-1$ under the method A respectively, $t_0^r+t_1^r+...+t_{N-1}^r=T_r$, $t_0$, $t_1$, $t_2$, ---, $t_{N-1}$ represent the time of staying on the feedback score $0,1,...,N-1$ under the method B respectively, $t_0^s+t_1^s+...+t_{N-1}^s=T_s$, so $T_s=T_r$. Assuming that $y_0$, $y_1$, $y_2$, ---, $y_N$ represent the average trading volume per unit of time when the seller staying on the feedback score $0,1,...,N$ respectively, and $y_N\leq y_{N-1}\leq...\leq y_1$. The gross income within $T_s$ in method A and method B is $B$ and $Y_s$ respectively:

$$Y_s=\sum_{i=0}^{N}t_iY_i$$

$$Y_r=\sum_{i=0}^{N}t_iY_i$$

(2)
The excess income created by reputation speculation within $T_j$ is:

$$Y_j = Y_t - Y_a$$

(4)

Add (2) and (3) into (4), and as $t_j = T_j - T_a$ we have:

$$Y_s = \sum_{i=0}^{j} (t_j - t_i)(y_j - y_i)$$

(5)

Obviously, $Y_s > 0$, it means that speculation can improve reputation level of online shops quickly, which leads to more trading volume as soon as possible. But whether a seller chooses reputation speculation finally depends on whether $Y_s$ is larger than $C$, the expenditure paid to reputation speculating company.

B. The Market Value of Reputation Speculation: Estimated From the Data in C2C Market

In this part, we use the data collected from Taobao and a speculating company Xishuashua to estimate the excess profit earned through reputation speculation.

First, we take women shops, the quantity and turnover of which are largest in Taobao, as an example. We extract 120 sellers, 20 sellers from five different reputation ratings: one diamond, two diamond, three diamond, four diamond, five diamond and one crown respectively based on systematic sampling, and then collect each seller’s total operating time $T_j$ and monthly trading volume $V_j$ to calculated the average total operating time $t_j$ and daily trading volume $V_j'$ for each reputation level $j$, $j$ values from 1 to 6.

So the sellers’ average time staying in specific reputation level $j$ is $t_j = T_j - T_a$, it also means the time it takes for a seller to improve their level from $j$ to $j + 1$. While the daily trading volume for sellers who stay in specific level of reputation is $y_j = V_j / 30$ (as Table I).

The total time it takes for a seller to improve his reputation ratings from one diamond to one crown without speculating is $T_{j'} = 405.65$ days (904.85-499.2=405.65). So a Seller’s income obtained by method A within $T_j = 405.65$ days during the process of improving a seller’s reputation rating from one diamond to one crown can be estimated. For the convenience of calculation, we assume that sellers gain one yuan from each transaction, so $Y_{j'} = 3321.4707$.

In order to find $t_{j'}$, we collect data in Xishuashua1, the reputation speculation company promises that it takes 7, 16, 20, 40 and 40 days to improve the reputation ratings from one diamond to two diamond, two diamond to three diamond, three diamond to four diamond, four diamond to five diamond and five diamond to one crown respectively. Hence, Seller’s income obtained by method B within $T_{j'} = 405.65$ days is $Y_{j'} = 10349.2$.

The excess value created by reputation speculation within $T_{j'} (405.65$ days) is $Y_s = Y_{j'} - Y_{j'} = 7027.7293$.

C. The Cost Analysis of Reputation Speculation

As above mentioned, if the value of reputation speculation is smaller than the cost of it, no reputation speculation would be undertaken. According to the quote issued by “Taobao Reputation Expert”, a speculating company, the price for raising from reputation level $j$ to $j + 1$ in $t_{j'}$ days is $P_j$ as shown in Table II. So, the average price of upgrading reputation rating from one diamond to one crown is 6502 yuan ($P_1 + ... + P_5$), smaller than the excess income (7027.7293 yuan) created by speculation as shown in 3.2. It shows that online shops can create value through reputation speculation, relative to the expenditure.

According to Taobao, each seller should collect $M_j$ feedback score to raise from $j$ to $j + 1$, so the speculation price of one feedback score is $p_j = P_j / M_j$. If a seller wants to jump from one diamond to one crown, he must pay 6503 yuan to gain 9750 feedback scores, it means that each seller should pay 0.67 yuan to obtain one feedback score on average during speculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>$t_j$</th>
<th>$P_j$</th>
<th>$M_j$</th>
<th>$p_j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One crown</td>
<td>904.85</td>
<td>823.4</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four diamond</td>
<td>174.85</td>
<td>71.75</td>
<td>290.2</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three diamond</td>
<td>617.2</td>
<td>157.65</td>
<td>170.3</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two diamond</td>
<td>567.2</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>140.85</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One crown</td>
<td>499.2</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The sellers taking speculation behavior should not only pay speculation agency fee, but also pay the transaction fees for virtual transactions, which generally contains two parts: Fee levied by the platform and that charged by the third-payment company. Nevertheless, free model has been a very important strategy for E-commerce platform and the third payment to gain market share and keep user viscous in China, under the influence of China’s distinctive spending and paying habits. This is exemplified by the case of Taobao and Alipay which was the first to introduce the free model and thereby dominated China’s E-commerce market afterwards. So, sellers don’t need to pay any fee to the platform according to trading rules of Taobao and other websites, unless they need extra services such as paid consumer protection scheme or favorable advertise position. Most of the third payment in China are attached to C2C.

---

1 http://www.xishuashua.net.
E-commerce website and adopt free model too.

Comparing the system of Taobao and that of eBay, it is recognized that though very similar to each other in systems and terms of reputation rating, they are quite different in market microstructure, especially the fee structure. Sellers should pay Insertion fees when they list an item on eBay and Final Value fee if the item sells. The Final Value fee is charged according to the value of transaction, for example for most items, 6-15% for the initial $50 closing value, 3.75%-9% for the initial $50.01-$1000, 1-2% for the remaining closing value balance. Nevertheless, the Final Value Fee discounts when their detailed seller ratings (DSRs) for the last 30 days reach 4.6, 4.8 and 4.9 respectively. So the overall average fee level is estimated as 3%-10% of commodity price.

### TABLE III
**Fee Structure on eBay and PayPal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insertion fee</th>
<th>Electronics photos</th>
<th>Computer networks</th>
<th>Clothes, shoes</th>
<th>Books, music, movie, games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Value fee of each transaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0 - $50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50.01 - $1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over $1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PayPal fee based on monthly sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0 - $3,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3,000.01 - $10,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000.01 - $100,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; $100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Sources: www.ebay.com

This means that the costs of reputation speculation in the two C2C E-commerce markets are totally different. Assuming that a seller launches a speculation deal of cloth valued 30 dollars, he must pay 4.82 dollars (0.35 dollars for the insertion fee, 3.6 dollars for service charge, and the minimum 0.87 dollars for PayPal) for this virtual transaction on eBay, while he pays nothing to Taobao and E-Bay. It has been proved in 3.2 that only when the economic value of speculation $Y_a$ is larger than the speculation cost $C$, will the sellers take this behavior to improve their reputation ratings. If the seller need to pay an extra cost $C'$ ( $C' = \sum_{i=1}^{m} C_i$, where $C_i$ represents the transaction cost of each transaction, $m$ represents the number of virtual transaction in reputation speculation) to website and third-party payment company, when $C'$ is large enough to make $Y_a < C + C'$, the seller will give up reputation speculation. For example, the above analysis indicates that if the seller wants to jump from one diamond to one crown, he must pay 6502 yuan of agency cost to gain 9750 feedback scores. So sellers should pay 0.67 yuan for one virtual transaction score on average. As seller can obtain 0.72 yuan extra income from one feedback score (is equal to 7027 / 9750), when the fee charged by website is 0.05 yuan for each transaction, the seller would not get any extra income. Hence there is no difference between raising to a higher level of reputation by real transaction or speculation, which will inevitably to reduce demand for reputation speculation (as Figure 3 shows, $Y_a$ is the actual transaction income, $Y_e$ is total income obtained after reputation speculation, so $Y_e - Y_a$ indicate the excess income of speculation without any agency cost and platform cost. If agency cost for speculation is $C$, then the marginal platform cost $M$ which makes the net speculation income zero would be $Y_e - C - Y_a$). It indicates that whether the reputation speculating cooperation can evolve into an industry lies in the level of transaction cost for the speculation against income. The huge market scale in China makes that more transaction opportunity and higher income could be obtained by reputation speculation than in other countries, while the free model of C2C market in China makes the cost of reputation speculation very low. The specific cost-benefit structure could explain the severity of reputation speculation in China.

![Figure 3. The effect of transaction cost on reputation speculation](image)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This article discusses the four forms of the Reputation Speculation behavior and their characteristics in China’s C2C market by identifies the difference between real transaction and reputation speculation, then reveals the driving forces of the emergence and development of C2C reputation speculation industry from the perspectives of sellers’ pursuit of maximum profit, cost structure and the trading system of C2C platform, etc. The following conclusions have been made:

1. Online reputation speculation is that sellers...
accumulate their feedback scores by conduct unreal transaction in order to reach a target reputation level in a shorter time than they could do by real transaction. Online reputation speculation is widely spread in China’s C2C market. There emerged four forms of online reputation speculation in China: Individual speculation, team speculation, community speculation and online-shop custody speculation. The online reputation speculation industry has evolved from an individual scattered behavior to a commercial and professional phenomenon gradually and become an independent industry in E-commerce market.

(2) The reason of online reputation speculation is that buyers tend to select sellers according to their reputation level in C2C transactions, as a result of information asymmetry in C2C E-commerce market. Only reaching considerable reputation ratings can sellers have access to plenty of trading volume, but the current reputation mechanism applies the rule that sellers’ feedback scores are accumulated with the increase of transactions. So it would take more time for start-up sellers with few history transactions to obtain a certain amount of feedback scores than for sellers who already have enough score, start-up sellers are trapped in a loop of “low level-low transaction-low level”. Reputation speculation becomes an ideal choice for sellers who are in low level of reputation and hope to gain enough feedback scores within a short time.

(3) There are two institutional conditions of reputation speculation: Firstly, C2C website has not imposed rigid restrictions on reputation speculation. This is the fact in China, as platform interests lies in the amount of online shops and trading volume. Hence, using unconventional means to increase trading volume would bring increased activity to website and attract more buyers into the C2C market, as long as inflated reputation does not affect customers’ confidence on E-commerce market in the short term. However, there is no rule to guarantee that sellers act honestly in real transactions while committing reputation speculation, the speculations would make consumers lose confidence on sellers’ trustworthiness eventually. Secondly, website could not monitor the logistics process to judge the reality of each transaction, as each seller usually chooses its own logistics in C2C market.

(4) The economic motivation of reputation speculation is the high-yield and low-cost relation in E-commerce transaction. High reputation level allow sellers get access to more trading volume and higher profits, while seller can gain high reputation level quickly through reputation speculation without any charges imposed by C2C platform and third-party payment system. This is the main reason that reputation speculation is more popular in China than in other countries.

Based on the above conclusions, several suggestions are proposed to tackle reputation speculation behavior.

Firstly, the most effective method to curb reputation speculation is to increase its cost. In order to balance with the free-charge policy in C2C E-commerce market, website could adopt a tiered fee structure to different sellers according to their reputation level. Free charge for those who have met a certain reputation threshold (positive feedback ratio instead of accumulated score should be as a benchmark), higher charges for the dishonest. For example, eBay has adopted a preferential policy for sellers who get 100% positive rate. This measurement can not only facilitate trust, but also rationalize the cost-profit ratio in E-commerce market, thereby reducing the sellers’ motivation of reputation speculation, which is consistent with previous research results of Reference [19], [17] and [20].

Secondly, C2C platform could schedule periodical reputation maintenance activities to check the behavior of online shops [14]. When a shop is implementing reputation speculation, its transaction volume will show a sudden rise, then falls after it reputation level reach at a certain level and quit speculation. Once a shop is identified to having implemented the speculation behavior, C2C platform could adjust its reputation level according to certain preset criteria. This kind of reputation maintenance would help to maintain the reliability of the reputation system.

Thirdly, policy to ban reputation speculation, such as closing the speculation companies and their websites and prohibiting the related publicity, should be announced. If punishment is bigger than profits, it would minimize the probability of cheating [21].

Fourthly, a united E-commerce reputation-worthy system should be established. The current personal reputation-worthy information in China only records personal crediting information kept in banking system. If the reputation-worthy system is expanded to the booming E-commerce market so as to exhibit sellers’ creditworthy information from various perspectives other than just financial aspect, sellers will act more honestly to defend their own reputation.

Fifthly, the current reputation system in C2C market seems to send a message that new sellers are dishonest. In order to resolve the trap of “low level-low transaction-low level”, the current rating rule which is based on sellers’ accumulated feedback scores in E-commerce rating system should be altered, such as offering an average basic reputation level to new entrants, or using creditworthy information in bank system to assess new sellers’ reputation ratings. Thereby, sellers’ motivation of reputation speculation is reduced.

Last but not least, E-commerce platforms should strengthen information sharing with logistics companies by connecting with the system of logistics companies and monitoring the process of goods delivery of every deal so that they can detect fictitious trades rapidly and accurately, and stamping out reputation speculation ultimately.
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